
ANDREWOOLERY
BRANDPAPERS
WHAT DO I REPRESENT...

FIND OUT >>



name  Andre Woolery
founded 7/19/1981
location New York
gender Male
ethnicity Black American (Jamaican)

THEBASICS
GENERAL INFORMATION

MYSTRENGTHS
WHAT I’M GOOD AT

BRAND PROMISE/CULTURE >>

MYPERSONALITY
ADJECTIVES PEOPLE USE TO DESCRIBE ME

Consistently idea driven
Utilizing creativity to create differentiation

Leveraging artistic ability
Developing intelligent solutions

Delivering strong leadership/management
Creating a visual experience

CONFIDENTPOSITIVEDEPENDABLE
CHARISMATICCREATIVE
FOCUSEDARTISTICCURIOUS
FRIENDLYAMBITIOUSSTYLISH
TALENTEDSMARTCONSIDERATE
VISUALSELFLESSGIVING

initial logo attempt
note: colors used are a translation of 
my birthdate  into RGB and CMYK



THESTORY/CULTURE
PUTTING IT ALL INTO CONTEXT

BRANDPROMISE
HOW I CAN BRING VALUE

To breathe unique ideas that are fueled by both intelligent 
solutions and an aesthetically pleasing approach.

Become the exception.

A few years ago I worked on building an online product, RESET, which 
ultimately did just that...reset my entire view of how I challenge life. 

The brand essentially became an exercise in discovering my personal 
brand and ultimately has materialized into my following:

My Core Values
Creativity | imaginative ability to see what is not present. 
By seeing something new or done in a different way, potential and possibilities are 
re-considered.  A world of discovery is a world of possibilities.

Innovation | application of  originality to solve a problem.
Innovation is a continuous process, not an end destination. There is a science behind 
everything, which contains a wealth of knowledge that guides functionality and pur-
pose.  You must deconstruct to smaller pieces and then rebuild with your own pieces.

Fluidity | the ability to remain formless & constantly reinvent
Something without shape or form cannot be copied, nor can it be subject to limitation 
or categorization.

Focus | a level of  clarity and concentration
With less distractions and more focus, more can be accomplished.  Focus gives a   
clearer vision to see the minute details whose sum defines the overall impression.     

MY APPROACH >>

                                                            

                                                                 



MYCODE
A FEW APPROACHES I LIVE BY (NO PARTICULAR ORDER)

   1. Flow like water. When you are amiable, you cannot break. 

   2. Choose your battles wisely. You won’t win them all. 

   3. Imperfections make us human.  Acknowledge them to become a stronger being.  

   4. Master your emotions. Uncontrolled emotion makes you impaired. 

   5. No one will see you higher than you see yourself. Move like a king and you will be 
treated as such,     move like a bum and people will step over you. 

   6. Be the exception to the rules.
 
   7. Create a balance between style and substance.  Both are crucial elements in the 
equation.

   8. Own your ambition. Acknowledge, nurture, study, and develop your passion. It’s your 
super power, you just have to learn how to use it. 

   9. Don’t brag about your accomplishments. If they really are boast worthy, others will do 
it for you.

  10. Stay focused. Learn to identify and avoid distractions as well as prioritize. 

  11. Pay close attention to detail. The wider you open your eyes, the more you’ll see. 

  12. Create a dependency for your presence.  Let people know your worth.  

  13. Test your limits.  You will always be surprised to find they are further than expected. 
 
  14. Impossible is only temporary, until someone decides to make it possible.

REFORMATTED RESUME >>



andre 
woolery 
201 400 2605 
andrewoolery@gmail.com 
 
 

book smarts 
Duke University 
Major: B.A. Computer Science 
Minor: Psychology 
May 2003 
 

beliefs 
principles + perspective 
I believe innovation can come from 
anywhere and anyone 
 
I think creativity comes from the 
curiosity to let your mind explore 
AND the drive to be better than 
someone else 
 
I believe the aesthetics are just as 
important as the substance  
 
I believe in servant leadership 
 
I have the vision and confidence to 
lead but the humility to follow 
 
I love the journey of being faced 
with a challenge and developing a 
solution that is seductively smart 
 

powers 
skills + talents 
Microsoft Word, Excel, Powerpoint 
Photoshop, Illustrator 
Atlas, DART 
Comscore, Nielsen 
Creativity + Strategy 
Calm + Confidence 

real world 
KBP/MEDIA Kitchen ____________________                                                                
 
Digital Media    1.08 - now 
 
Manage a group of 6-7 team members across all accounts. 
Drive innovation and leadership to the entire digital group. 
Develop client knowledge of the digital medium (planning, 
analytics, creative, trafficking) while delivering strong media 
recommendations on strategy. 
Grow agencies portfolio of mobile, video, social media, and 
search campaigns that deliver successful results. 
 
Accounts: 
Panasonic, Starz, PBS, PBS Kids, Wendyʼs, Armani Exchange 

 
NEO@Ogilvy(Ogilvy& Mather)___________                                                                
 
Digital Media    8.03 - 12.07 
 
Responsible for the creation and implementation of holistic 
communications plans. 
Develop testing strategies that incorporate emerging media 
and unique opportunities within proven channels. 
Manage for delivery of weekly & quarterly client deliverables 
such as results analysis, recommendations, and optimization. 
 
Accounts: 
TD Ameritrade, Pitney Bowes, Sears, Six Flags, Kodak 
 
Digital Innovations Group 
Leverage all emerging technologies (mobile, gaming, RSS, 
broadband) across agency clients.  
 
RESET magazine/productions_____________ 
 
Co-Founder     1.05 – now 
 
Responsible for creation and development of 
business/financial plan, content development, submission 
guidelines, brand development, and marketing plan. 
Facilitate creative direction and development of all content; 
articles, photography, illustration, video, and design. 
 
EXTRAS______________________________ 
Cornerstone Promotions   Intern 
News From Below Magazine  Intern 


